1. What does Tucker use to make his bed in Chester's pagoda?

___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Why doesn't Chester want to sleep in the pagoda?

___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

3. How much is Tucker's life's savings?
   a. $2.93
   b. $3.25
   c. $2.50
   d. $3.00

4. What type of tree leaves do the Chinese men tell Mario to feed Chester?
   a. Maple Tree
   b. Pine Tree
   c. Mulberry Tree
   d. Apple Tree

5. What did Mario eat at the Chinese dinner?

___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
ANSWER KEY

THE CRICKET IN TIMES SQUARE

Chapters 1 - 3

1. What does Tucker use to make his bed in Chester’s pagoda?
   He uses a crisp, new dollar bill as a mattress sheet, a wrinkled dollar bill as a blanket, and one of Mrs. Bellini’s earrings as a pillow.

2. Why doesn’t Chester want to sleep in the pagoda?
   Chester is used to being free. It makes him nervous to be locked in there. He prefers the matchbox.

3. How much is Tucker’s life’s savings?
   a. $2.93
   b. $3.25
   c. $2.50
   d. $3.00

4. What type of tree leaves do the Chinese men tell Mario to feed Chester?
   c. Mulberry Tree

5. What did Mario eat at the Chinese dinner?
   Mario ate chow yuk, fried rice with pork, chow mein, duck cooked with pineapples, tea, and candied kumquats for dessert.